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New transmitter closer to approval
KSJS hoping to get new site
to keep $68,000 from lottery
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
After a year of red tape and technical difficulties, campus radio station KSJS received a recommendation from the county to put an antenna
on Coyote Peak south of San Jose.
Hoping to improve KSJSs weak radio reception, Stanley Baran, SJSU Theater Arts Departmcnt chairman, and Bob Martin, SJSU TV
engineer. were the university’s representatives at

the Santa Clara County Parks and Recreation De pertinent meeting Wednesday night.
The radio station is battling to make a June I
to use
deadline the end of the fiscal year
the $68.000 allocated in lottery funds to purchase
a new transmitter. Baran said.
The department will purchase the nevi transmitter regardless of where the antenna is put.
However, the process could have been stopped it
there was no option to :nose to Coyote Peak

the universe) ma) have wanted to rethink funds.
its decision if there was no alternative to move it
The recommendation came in two pans.
to (Coyote Peak,’’ Baran said.
The first is to approve the site. forgoing all
The KSJS transmitter is currently on top of the normal processes of environmental assessWahlquist Librar). North.
went on condition that KSJS try to persuade
But because of downtown construction and KSJO (92.3) to use the newly -erected antenna and
high-rises, the reception is poor and other stations tear down the old one. KSJO already has an an may be able to encroach on KSJS’s weak signal, tcnna on Coyote Peak.
Martin said.
"It’s too expensive," Martin said. "KSJO is
"KSJS can’t even be heard in Cupertino." never gonna go for it."
Martin said. "We should he able to flood this
Martin said in order for KSJO to acconurowhole valley.’’date KSJS, the commercial radio station would
The cost to install the antenna, an estimated have to refile with the Federal Communications
$7.000, will be paid for with funds raised by stu- Commission to change frequency and possibly go
dents the additional $4.800 to purchase the an- off the air temporarily.
tenna will also be paid for with student-raised
"They said they didn’t know about the tech

A.S. budget

Palestinian students protest
_ 0 YRS
END. 2

By Judith Faught
Daily start writer
While one group of students was
celebrating Israel’s Independence
Day with birthday cake, another
group was protesting for "the independence to come."
Fight demonstrators, some waving Palestinian flags and some carrying signs with slogans such as "39
years of Zionists’ racism and oppression is enough" and "Palestinians
seek democratic secular state," silently marched in front of the Israel
Independence Day display to protest
Israeli government policies.
The display, located outside the
Student Union Amphitheater, was to
celebrate Israel’s 39th anniversary of
the Jews regaining their "homeland"
and to increase student awareness
about Jewish people and their traditions.
It was sponsored by Hillel, a
group of Jewish students on campus,
with funds from the Associated Students.
"They’re celebrating Independence Day, but it’s independence at
someone else’s account," M. Jabbarah, a public relations senior, said.
Jabbarah. who is also an Israeli
citizen, said the noon demonstration
See PROTEST, page 5

still waiting
for approval
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By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The A.S. board of directors further
delayed formal adoption of its 1987-88
budget Wednesday. with only one meeting remaining in its term to complete the
budget process.
The $1.2 million budget, which was
tenatively adopted by the board last
week, still lacks stipulations and can’t be
formally adopted until stipulations are
approved.
directors agreed to consider the
adoption of a new stipulation that would
allow leisure services to hire a part-time
salaried employee.
The board needs the extra week to
review the stipulation package. said
Roger Wert. A.S. vice president.
The board was already trying to sort
through two stipulation packages. one
proposed by the budget committee and
the other proposed by A.S. executive assistant Gregg Rose.
After the board voted to consider
the leisure services request for an additional stipulation, the decision was made
to postpone the process until next week.
Well said trying to sort through all
the proposals and deciding on one package during the meeting was "too confusing." He supported the motion to delay,
giving the board time to review.
Boothe said he opposes the leisure
service proposal because the A.S. budget
committee already rejected a request to
hire a salaried employee. The A.S.
would prefer to hire student assistants.

GAZ STRIP

Celebration
honors Israeli
independence
By Elisha Arnone and Divya Jhala
Daily staff writers
’We are here today with a message -’a hope for peace." said
Sheol Kimhi. kibbutz representative
of the Bay Area.
Kimhi helped SJSU celebrate
the birthday of Israel yesterday in the
Student Union Amphitheater with Israeli singers, dancers, food and a
birthday cake.
Israeli folk melodies were sung
to guitar music, and dancers snapped
fingers enthusiastically in the hot sun.
"I want to sing this song of
peace. Shalom." one singer said."
For Jewish people, the celebration of Israel’s 39th birthday is
unique, said Kimhi.
"After the holocaust. when 6
million Jewish people were murdered. thousands of refugees had no
country.
"The only place they could go
was the state of Israel." he said.
While festivities continued in
the amphitheater. Palestinians protested the Israeli celebration by carrying signs. One sign read, "39 years
of Zionists’ racism and oppression is
enough. See ISR AFT , paye 5

.4

13 I awrence Daily staff photographe
A group of unidentified Palestinian SJSU students protest Israel independence Day at the Student Union
Amphitheater on Thursday. They protested while Israeli’s sang songs honoring Israel’s 39th birthday.

By David Karr)
Daily staff writer
To no one’s surprise, A.S. President-elect Mike McLennan has resigned
as chairman of the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union’s Board of Directors.
"There are lots of things that are
being planned for next year by both the
credit union and the Associated Students," Mclennan said. "I felt that it
was critical that they both have more
than half a person."
McLennan, along with the rest of
the newly -elected A.S. board, will he
swom in at Wednesday’s A.S. meeting.

He will remain on the credit union’s
board as a voting member, Mclennan
said.
the credit union and the A.S. arc
two separate entities." he said. "I was
elected to the (credit union) position and
I felt I would be letting the members
down if I resigned."
Mc! ennan. who ran on the Responsible Alliance ticket. defeated ASAP
candidate Susan Chargin and Hedonistic
Opportunist Guild candidate Dave Carroll in the March 25-26 A.S. general
election.
McLennan, who will begin his term
this fall, has several priorities.
"There are acts that need to he upgraded." he said. "And as I stated during the election. I want to see more people involved with the A.S."
The Student Union Recreation and

he added.
But the leisure services office needs
the continuity that a permanent salaried
employee would provide, said Penny
Terry, director of student services.
Student assistants are too temporary
to learn all the specifics of the job, and
have too many class and other conflicts
to be effective, she said.
Stipulations in the 1986-87 budget
prevented hiring a salaried employee this
year. Terry said, and leisure services
wants to make a change in the new budget.
"We asked for a special stipulation
for leisure services that would allow us
to hire a part-time employee." she said.
"If we get the stipulation, we will look
for the money in our budget."
Terry said if the stipulation is approved, she is confident she can find the
money for a new hire in the $85,000 leisure services budget.
Boothe said he was angered that
Terry used the public form segment of
the hoard of directors meeting to make a
pitch for the extra employee.
He said he was also upset that leisure services would not accept the budget committee’s decision not to hire the
employee.
"Public forum was not the proper
place," Boothe said "It has delayed the
entire budget process."
The board should also consider
whether a new part-time employee
would wine under the union contract and
See RI ITIGET, page 5

Board endorses
union contract
By And) Bird
Daily stall writer
The Associated Students Board of
Directors unanimously approved a union
agreement Wednesday, which will affect
six A.S. employees.
The employees are members of the
clerical branch of the International
Brotherhood of Painters and Allied
frades Union of the United States and
Canada. which was ready to take legal
action against the A.S. before a tentative
agreement was worked out last week.
The union was upset with the A.S. for
the length of time it was taking negotiat-

mg sN ith
cc.
The union dropped the suit after
A.S. Vice President Roger Wert and
A.S. employee representative Stephanie
Lenart, a business office employee,
worked out the agreement with the employees.
The agreement was reviewed and
accepted by the A.S. personnel board
and adopted without changes by the
board of directors.
Before the contract. A.S. employees had no guarantees their jobs would
be renewed each year. The A.S. posi
See CONTRACT. page 5

UPD officer arrests rape suspect
after high-speed downtown chase

McLennan resigns post
Credit union head
needs time for A.S.

nicalities of putting up an antenna:’ Baran said.
If the first recommendation is not feasible,
the second recommendation would allow for the
station to appls to the count) by completing all
environmental assessment and satisfying the lease
requirements
The must also receive 1CC approval, written consent it other site tenants and provide the
county access to the antenna.
The recommendation will now go to the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors for review. The university has to come before the commission again in June either way. said Doug Hartman, associate real estate agent tor Santa Clara
Count)
TRANSAMTI R ’,age 5

Michael McLennan
. . . former credit union chairman
Events Center also concerns him.
"I want to define the A.S. role in
SUREC." he said.
See RESIGNATION, page R

By Oscar (;
Daily staff writer
A university police officer assisted in the arrest of a SUS peel in an attempted rape last weekend after a high-speed chase
downtown.
A woman had stopped her car to ask a man for directions
on 10th and William streets at about 3:23 a.m. Saturday. said
University Police Department I.t. Shannon Maloney.
The man allegedly forced himself into her car and attacked
her. The man allegedly grabbed her, then exited the vehicle and
fled, according to the officer’s report.
After the attack. the 27 -year-old victim stopped a UPI)
unit, reported the attack and gave the description of the suspect’s vehicle.
UPI) officer Paul Henoch stopped a vehicle on 12th and
Santa Clara streets that matched the description of the suspect’s. according to the report.

Atter being stopped, the suspect tied in the vehicle.
Henoch chased the suspect through streets around the university and downtown at speeds that reached 90 miles an hour,
the officer reported.
During the chase, the suspect’s vehicle struck a utility
pole at limb and Santa Clara streets, and continued driving.
Once the vehicle left the university area, Henoch turned
the pursuit over to San Jose police, which is standard procedure. Maloney said.
The chase ended at Alum Rock Avenue 31,4 flICACrS
Drive in East San Jose, where the suspect was apprehended.
Maloney said.
Jorge Aguilera. 24, of San Jose. was arrested and taken to
Santa Clara County Jail, where hems being held in lieu of $50,0
000 bail.
Aguilcra is charged with one felony count of assault with
intent to commit rape.
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Editorial

Recent A.S. budget process only
shortchanges students, university
II it comes easy it isn’t worth it.

meetings, not just read Iroin a prepared script.

last month, the Associated Students
Last year, the A.S. debated the $537,800 budBoard of Directors easily approved next year’s bud- get for three weeks. Money was tighter then.
get - - too easily.
Thanks mostly to a student fee increase from $8 to
The way the board members conducted budget $18 a semester, next year’s budget will be
meetings, handing out scripts to debate the budget, $977,040.
wasn’t worth the time and effort saved.
With this much more to work with, the diffiIt wasn’t worth it to the students, campus cult process of constructing a budget becomes easgroups or anyone who receives or benefits from ier.
A.S. funds. This practice by our elected representaBut the point remains that the only way to have
tives reduces important budget meetings, where a fair budget is to construct it with a lot of thought,
theoretically they discuss disagreements in front of debate, rebuttal and reconsideration if necessary.
the student body, to a mere formality.
That can’t be done if decisions are made away
Board
members should present their from public meetings.
unscripted views to the board, the university and
If A.S. members happened to make budget dethe media.
cisions behind closed doors while a quorum was
In the name of saving time, the board went so present, and we’re not assuming they did, serious
far as to include on the script things like exact legal questions could be raised.
wording on how to initiate and second motions.
According to the Ralph M. Brown Open MeetThat kind of acting should be left to Theater ing Act, any decision made at such a closed-door
Arts.
meeting made with a quorum present may be unObviously, our representatives had already lawful.
voiced their opinions, or remained mute, behind
The Reporter’s Handbook on Media Law
closed doors.
states that a member of the public has the right to
Students naturally have a right to know how "file a complaint with the district attorney alleging
their money is being spent, and that right was ulti- that one or more of the members have committed a
mately realized. But more importantly, we have a misdemeanor in having attended a meeting where
right to know how each representative votes
action was taken in violation of the (Brown)
who supports or objects to each budget allocation.
Act. . .
" ’Action taken’ not only includes a formal
We cannot elect or re-elect competent representatives unless we know their views on impor- vote but any collective decision, commitment or
tant issues, and especially how they think the promise by a quorum ’to make a positive or negat i ve decision.’ "
money should be allocated.
Run meetings like they’re supposed to be run,
We also must elect representatives who have
the gumption to speak out for what they believe at A.S. Drop the scripts.
Late

16ir.ft;r’tat Jaalt

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express
views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name.
major. ph
number and class level. Phone numbers
and
mous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily rflice on the second flum
of Dwight Herod
or to the Student Union infirrmalion desk.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel. length. taste and clarity.

Vague language, euphemisms mar class schedule
he people responsible for naming or renaming things
here at SJSU have generally been doing a lousy job. They’ve
fallen into the bad habit, seen frequently in government and
military wnting, of mangling the English language for a variety
of worthless reasons.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the ever-popular
schedule of classes.
For instance, the first requirement in the General Education section is called ’’Area A, Basic Skills."
Who’s the genius that thought up that rather broad title?
My mom always said the ability to tie a shoelace or put on a
pair of pants was a basic skill, but she never gave me units for
it.
Under Area A. we see that three units of "Oral Communication" is required. Let’s change that hack to speech like
sane universities.
Turning the page, we find "Area H. Physical Universe
and Its Life Forms." Yes, students,
you guessed it. In this area you’ll
seek out new life, and new civilizations. And if we can beef up the
field -top budget, you might even go boldly where no man, let
alone a college student, has gone before!
Webster’s New World Dictionary defines Humanities a.
literature, philosophy, the fine arts and languages. But Flu:aanities is only one word. Here at SJSU we try to avoid one word
titles. So of course "Area (." is called "Arts, Literature. Philosophy. and Foreign language."
"Area Y," which naturally follows "Area E," is called
"Cultural Pluralism Those are the classes that used to be

Viewpoint

called Social Studies until someone decided that was Just um)
easy to understand.
Then of course we have renamed departments like
"Human Performance." The name was changed over there so
all those "students- taking nothing but P.E. classes won’t feel
guilty. They can now be heard proudly proclaiming, "Duh,
that’s right, I’m studying human performance!"
And who can forget those fun "Military Science" or
"Food Science- classes?
Trying to deal with administration bureaucracy here is had
enough. These lame names just add to a student’s confusion
should
he changed.
am,
This type of renaming and euphemizing on campus is. of
course, just an offshoot of national and international trends for
doing the same thing, especially in the military and politics.
Certainly these abuses occurred long before George Orwell wrote "Politics and the English language," but that essay
was the most accurate of the time and still is:
’In our time. political speech and writing arc largely the

Let’s separate men from the boys
From Cosmopolitan to the Daily, articles abound toutim
the benefits women can reap from dating younger men.
Statistics arc quoted. Actuarial tables cited. All point to
long and lonely widowhood for a woman who marries a man
her own age or older.
Masters’ and Johnson’s research is dragged out to prose
that, sexually, men are waning when women an: waxing, an
other good reason to seek out the younger male.
The articles dissect societal norms and mores, urging
women to fight another vestige of the double standard.
Not only is it acceptable for
man to sleep around, men scream in
dignantly: worse still, they are rewarded with mischievous winks and
knowing nods when they introduce their comely twenty -yearold fiancees.
Conversely. an older woman who shows up with a wellhung youth is more likely to he greeted with ridicule than envy.
In a male -dominated society, ii is easily understood why
Freud’s oedipal complex has always been given more credence, at least more play, than its female counterpart, the elmtra complex.
Now that the enemy has been identified -- society
the
fight can begin, the articles would have us believe.
Wrong.
What makes society work is the unconscious internalization of its precepts and standards. The individual becomes society’s most vigilant guardian
Freud called it the superego, that part of us which carries
society within us More accurately it is the undeniable confirmation of the maxim," You’re your own worst enemy
Dating a younger man or older woman means not only defying society, but also turning against oneself
What is at stake is more than lighting the surface impropriety of dating outside one’s acceptable age pool It is teanng
up one’s own internal structure
Gail Shechy’s book. ’’Passages," traced the developmental stages of life, from exploration to consolidation Whether
these stages are a product of nature in nurture can he argued.
However, their significance cannot he dismissed
From the cradle our progress is monitored according to
what is considered normal By six months, we should be sitting
up. by year walking Graduations from elementary school
through university have their assigned ages.
Although society is becoming more flexible, it is a far cry

Viewpoint

defense of the indefoisible. . . Defensei,,, villages arc. bombarded from the air, the inhabitants driven out into the countryside, the cattle machine-gunned, the huts set on fire: this is
called pacification. .
"When there is a gap between one’s real and one’s declared aims, one turns instinctively to long words and exhausted idioms . . .
We all know how the current administration has abused
the language. Exposing them again is almost getting old.
F
a grammatical standpoint, the abuses and excesses
in the language break several rules of good writing. The one
most forgotten is William Strunk Jr.’s Rule Number 17: Omit
Needless Words.
Acronyms are also running out of control in this country
and on this campus. Unfortunately the Spartan Daily tends to
acquiesce with this trend, too often confusing readers with the
following acronyms in headlines: AVP, SLIHOD. UPI). or
CSSA.
New acronyms squirm their way into our speech and writing almost everyday. Even so, you might have missed some
new ones:
MAMA!) - Mothers Against Mutually Assured Destruction. This fledgling group is urging the superpowers to "Just
Say No."
GHP - Gary Hart Patrol. The media uses this recently
coined term to decide who gets to follow the playboy around on
a given night, as in "Who’s on the GHP this weekend?"
PIT -- Praise The I.ipstick is what Tanimy has been tryng to change this to. while Jim has been pushing for, Promscuity, The Life (for mei

Letters to the Editor
Say what you mean, writer says

Stephanie M.
Nichols

idea tit an nuns ’dual mtct lial timetable.
The real rub in these external schedules is the extent to
which our inner growth is shaped by the experiences life presents us.
What we are handed and what is expected of us in this society depends in large part on our chronological age.
That which is excused as youthful capriciousness becomes
inexcusable irresponsibility as soon as we cross the thirty-year
mark, if not sooner
Therefore, our emotional growth often parallels the aging
process.
As a result, a couple whose ages differ by more than two
or three years find themselves out of sync.
Our needs, desires, goals and abilities change through the
life cycle. It is the rare twenty-year old male who is concerned
with the same dilemmas and decisions as his twenty -five -yearold female lover.
Current changes in demographic trends, such as delaying
having children, don’t relieve the situation because they affect
both sexes.
It is not the case that women are having babies later and
men having them earlier. Both sexes are posnxming parenting.
A woman discussing her relationship with a younger man
will inevitahly state that her lover is either unusual or mature
for his age.
For these relationships to work one or both members of
at least one must follow a
the couple must he an aberration
path which is outside the cultural norm for his or her age group.
Societal change is a product of subtle evolution triggered
by those who are willing to withstand the pressure of swimming against the common tide
It can be done, hut don’t be easily lured by promises of
lifelong companionship or ever-satisfying sex.
from at’Lepilly

taar

01JE FOQ THE G1PPER,

Editor,
I have noticed many comments on this paper concerning misrepresentations of words, and people trying to
correct or clarify meanings.
The bottom line is the English language is the most
complex there is. There is no one definite meaning for a
word, but there is a wide variety.
In order for someone to understand what a person
says, we must all ask them what they are referring to. For
example, if they say or describe someone as being a "bad
person." are they referring to a polite and good natured
person, or a malicious. violent human being?
We may define someone else’s meaning differently
because we don’t know exactly what they mean in their
mind.
Another word in the English language that has
changed is the word "party." When did it become used
as a verb? Remember when people said. "I’m going to
party?" It used to be a good noun, but now it’s "Let’s
Party!"
My point is that people have to clarify what ’hes
mean in order to be understrnid. If not perhaps a language
that has little slang, like Spanish, can be used
Jimmy Paeste
Sophomore
Business Mallow. men t

Political flyers an eyesore
Editor.
Recently I have become increasingly annoyed by the
amount of SJSU political advertisements still posted
around campus. It is well over a month since the campus
elections were held, yet ASAP posters are still all over
the place.
It seems to me, that the socially conscious members
of ASAP should he responsible enough to clean up after
themselves following an election.
I hope this letter will encourage ASAP members to
correct their oversight
Deborah (;ilhert
Senior
Chemistry

Peddling Backward

Paula Ray
Christiansen

Table for one, please
itomians are constantly accused of having
CAl
Adopted ’’nit. -ism. ’rhis "selfish" attitude of
hiking care of one’s needs is viewed in a negative
.iiiiic,i. receiving subtle messages to conform to society ’N Illeill: live life in sets of two or more: if you’re not a
pair, sou must he odd.
lis like being the lost sock in the dryer receiving all
of the static.
For example, last week I chose to attend a movie by
myself. I don’t normally do this, but it was a quiet weekend and I really didn’t feel like having to socialize with
anyone in particular.
I chose a movie to suit my mood, which was contemplative at the time. I got in the car - feeling very
proud that I was taking care of myself, doing something
iust for me - - and drove to the theater. After parking the
cart went to buy a ticket.
’’Two?" the 17 -year-old social neophyte plopped
behind the counter asked loudly.
"No," I replied. "just one."
’’Ohhh, " she drawled, popping her gum and giving
her friend in the booth a glance.
It was a Friday night and! was out alone. God forbid.
I began to feel a little out of place, especially when I
joined the line waiting to get in the theater.
1 felt this sudden need to explain, to make it alright
that I was here alone. Maybe ill said something like "my
husband died recently’’ or "my dog couldn’t make it."
I ignored the two-and -foursomes that surrounded
me, seeming to engulf me.
We filed into the theater and I chose a scat near the
aisle. Couple after couple, group after group filed past
me, tripping over my purse and either looking at mc
strangely or stumbling over me as if the seat were vacant.
"Um. Excuse me. We have four people in our
group. If you move, we can all sit togethi.z. There’s just
one of you."
I’m not one to be a pain. I gave up my scat and sat
two rows forward. Behind a couple that couldn’t keep
their heads apart all through the movie. Heats me why
they were there - they certainly weren’t interested in
anything on the screen. The foursome continued to talk
throughout the film, making sure to preview the coming
scenes with ’This is when he . . ." and "This part is
great, she’s going to . . ."
Society’s ideal social situation is not so ideal movies cannot be enjoyed in groups. Be it selfish or
snobbish, you can’t get your money’s worth . . .there’s
too many conversations going on around you.
After the movie I decided to go for a late dinner. I
didn’t feel like fast food. I wanted to relax by myself.
Forget it.
First of all, not too many restaurants are willing to
’
give you a quiet seat alone. They figure you want to be
with people. You must he lonely . . . you’re by yourself.
They’re going to help you out, by seating you next to
some slurping grunge at a counter seat or a well -lighted
table just outside the dishroom. At least the dish clatter
will keep you awake and you can wink at the waiters hustling past. right?
No romantic booths-for-one or window scats with a
view. You’re going to sit where there’s action. Count on
it.
I got the slurping grunge. The politics of lonely derelicts can he interesting if you’re up to it. Hull wasn’t. I
.
wanted the scat with the view that the cute couple in the
comer had.

Halfway through my meal, after the musty mongrel
next to me tried to steal my bread. I decided it
was time to de -couple myself. I paid the check,
and headed to the 7- I I near my house for dessert.
I decided to indulge myself. I would be incredibly
selfish and eat two twinkics as a single dessert.
lii-aice at last They were sold in pairs
Pailla Ras t ’hristiansen, city editor. has enjored
peddling her propaganda to sou this semester. Have
nice moonier and don’t hesitate til SIN.iilli/e against the
.m. %lone is not neressardr 10110 \ .
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Dateline
SJS Ultimate club to host
two-day state competition Hart withdraws from campaign
By Diane M. Rejarano
Daily staff writer
Get ready for Frisbee fun in the sun
at the 10th California State Ultimate
Championships Saturday and Sunday on
the fields of the Bud Winter Complex.
’rhe SJS Ultimate club is hosting the
event from 10 a.m to 6 p.m. on the south
campus fields at 10th and Humboldt
streets, next to Spartan Stadium.
Ultimate is an action -packed Frisbee game involving elements of soccer.
basketball and football, said Terry McCarthy, president of SJS Ultimate club.
The coed -learn is hosting the competition because the University of California at Santa CM? team was unable to,
due to construction projects on the campus fields.
The last six ultimate championship,
were held at Santa Cm?. The first threc
contests were held at SJSU, hosted 1-1%
the now -defunct Klingons team. The
championships were not held one year.
The SJSU team has the promotional
support of Chris Johnson, the Northern
California coordinator of the championship, McCarthy said.
He has scheduled no other ultimate
games this weekend to ensure a successful turnout at SJSU. McCarthy said.
The club has only had about a
month to coordinate the event and used
$1.025 from the Associated Students
general fund.
McCarthy said the total cost of producing the event is about $4.500. He
does not know how they coordinated the
contest in such a short time, but gives
credit to the Student Union scheduling
office.
Mark Gale. SJSU women’s golf
coach, was also helpful in securing all
the fields for the tournament, he said.
’Dere is no cost for use of the fields he cause the team is a recognized club.
; The Ultimate club members are
Joe Gosen Daily staff photographer
hOping to keep the tournament at SJSU
bat it will most likely switch back to Ultimate player Vince Arechiga practices the game which combines (lSanta Cruz once the construction is corn emons of soccer, basketball and football at Williams Street Park.
opted. McCarthy said.
More than 20 teams, of 14 to 25
hes the ohs, ri
pl’ayers each, have confirmed they will Still college team trom Chabot have :list/ %Cored M hell LI play el
compete in the games and some partici- Ci MI lotted. Chabot College offers classes the end zone
55 111 tea
the Saturday prelimmar
pants will be housed in the Allen and in the disc game. he said.
Although looking forward to the lure lour pools 01 our term, each 1 he
Washburn residence halls during the
match ups, the SJSU team is young and Sunday finals utilize the top four team,
kiurnament.
The residence halls will house about might not fare well against the players who will play a quartertinal and a wino,
IQO players, including the women’s from other teams who have held national nal. I hese tv..0 winners will compete in
teams. Other members of the men’s team championship titles. McCarthy said.
the total
There will he 15 minute breaks bewill stay at players’ houses, he said.
The game is a non -contact sport that
Some players will opt to sleep under relies on the ethics of the player tor its tween games Audio equipment will be
die stars because the weather should he success, he said. "That’s the spirit of the used for rinnouncements and music. and
nice and the players "love it," McCar- game. There are no referees and a tout is soft drinks and T -shins Win be sold al the
tKy said.
event. SlcCarthy said.
considered cheating.
Admission is tree and spectators
The visiting teams paid a $ I(X) entry
Only seven players per team are alfck! and sport names like Air Bears. Slam lowed on the field at a time. Each game can bring iliio5511 1,11010-. hl,nikcland
Haads, Mamaz Boiz and Free C-9, will be played to 13 points and a goal is umbrella.
which is the name of one of the last California Condors the Santa Barbara team
helped capture.
The competitors come from 1.lnivel
sffy of California schools including lici
kOley, Davis. and San Diego. California
state campuses will be represented by
Chico and San Francisco, McCarthy
said.
Stanford University and a commit -

Students use computers
to create advanced art
Educational program on the forefront
of worldwide technology, professor says
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By Annie NI. Belt
Daily staff writer
Students at SJSU’s Computer Art
Design Research Education (CADRE)
Institute are aiming the first generation
worldwide to learn the techniques of manipulating color, images. movement and
sound on computers to create art.
The CADRE Institute was established at SJSU in 1985 to encourage the
creative use of computers. It is the most
technically advanced computer art program in California. said Joel Slayton. as
sociate professor of art.
Computer art students synthesize
intuitive and logical thinking processes
in their work. said Joan Truckenbrod. a
isiting computer graphics professor
trout the Chicago Art Institute.
Truckenbrod has offered her per spec toes on teaching methods and an
p,,iiecis to SJSU art faculty and students
tin the past two weeks. She will return to
Chicago next week.
"We’re raising a new generation of
artistiv. intellectual people," Truckcnbroth said. "Computer artists will he
thinking in terms of space, time, image
and sound as opposed to making a painting which, in a sense, is making a tine dimensional experience."
Students use intuitive judgement in
forming computer programs, logic in
writing them, and intuitive judgement in
lttritiing the images they create. They
then re-program desired changes into the
computer to alter the image, Truckenbrod said.
Computer images can be created
with one or any combination of numerous techniques including the use of video
%aineras. copy scanners, tablet drawing
systems, pressure, sound. temperature.
light or movement -capturing systems.
"Computers make art a of more
complicated. she said. "Really what
we’re looking at is the evolution of a renaissance kind of artist who is a global
thinker."
"We’re really at the beginning."
Slayton said. "We’re asking a lot of
questions."
One of CADRE’s pnzc pieces i4
equipment is 8 Raster Technology 511111
palette which can produce 16.7 million
colors for the artist to use, Slayton said.
Students can create images with
events by programming a computer to respond to a sequence of events in a certain
way. Truckenbrod said.
You could program the computer
to sense the speed and movement of.
say, a person walking by pieces of hanging fabric." Truckenbrod said. Die result would depend on the way the artist
directed the computer to respond to
changes.

’It’s sort of funny to have an artist
working ultimo. Is vir it h a very linear.
highly organs/L.,’ piece of equipment.
Truckenbrod said.
Advanced SJST computer art and
music students are currently collaborating on a gallery project for the San Jose
Museum of Art, scheduled to open July
5. The work involves video and physical
sculpture, musiral performanes and five
computer mrinii.rls

Hart, his front-running presiDENVER (API Gary
dential campaign crippled tio questions about his personal
life, is withdrawing from the race for the 1988 Democratic
nomination. a Hart campaign aide said Thursday.
s the word. It’s pretty shocking to me. I suspect
Ws pretty shocking to Gain Hart." said Rodger McDaniel,
Ilan’s Wyoming campaign manager.
McDaniel confirmed the word from sources, who
asked not to be identified by name, that Hart campaign
manager Bill Dixon and other aides were telephoning supporters of the former senator with the stunning news that
Flan Would quit the MCC.
Hart’s decision came five days after publication of a
newspaper story that he had entertained a 29-year-old model
overnight in his Washington townhouse. Both Hart and the
woman denied the story, but Hart’s standing in the polls has
plummeted in the past few days,
Hart, who mounted a surprisingly strong bid for the
19144 presidential nomination, has been the prohibitive
1 root -runner in the early maneuvering for 1988. His withdrawal would create a political vacuum that the remaining
seven contenders would rush to fill, and might prompt other
1>emocrats to enter the campaign as well.
Hart’s campaign remained mum about his intentions,
except to announce that the 50-year-old former senator
would make an announcement today.
Kathy Ritzer. spokeswoman for the campaign, said
Hart would make an announcement at 10 a.m. Friday at his
home. Asked whether he would withdraw from the race Friday. Bitzer said. "We don’t know that."
Even before word of Hart’s decision spread. Democratic politicians were saying his campaign was dead.
In a statement released earlier by his staff in Groveton.
N.H.. Hart said that "While running for president is important. right now my family is more important
. This campaign, and the ideals and ideas it represents, will continue
and our cause will succeed.

Editorial adds to damage

story beforehand.
The Herald also said "Hart lied about approaching the
reporters on Saturday night."
On Tuesday. Hart said, "I sought out the reporters;
they didn’t have to come find me. 1 knew I was being followed, and I went and confronted them ..."
"In fact, the Herald said in the editorial, "he walked
past their car and the reporters had to catch up to him in
order to identify themselves and ask him questions."
As to Hart’s Tuesday remark about the Herald conceding a mistake was made, the newspaper replied, "The
Herald concedes no such thing...
While acknowledging that its reporters were not
watching both entrances to Hart’s townhouse at all times,
the Herald said "what the reporters might have missed see ing is, by any reasonable reckoning, far less important than
what they saw."

Paper claims earlier affair
WASHINGTON (API Thc Washington Post said in
today’s editions that Gary Hart’s decision to drop out of the
1988 presidential race came hours after the paper presented
his staff with "documented evidence of a recent liaison between Hart and a Washington woman."
The Post quoted a senior Han aide as saying the Post’s
information "accelerated the inevitable" withdrawal of
Hart from the race.
"A campaign source said Hart was distraught. The
news landed at the end of ’what was probably the most difficult campaign day of his life," the paper said.
The paper said the original information about the hasion last Dec. 20 came from an anonymous source and was
"effectively confirmed" by the Post. The story added that
Hart and the unidentified woman had "a long-term
relationship."
But Benjamin C. Bradlee. executive editor of the Post,
denied rumors that the Post had negotiated with Hart over
whether to run the story or identify the woman.
The newspaper said a Post reporter told Hart press secretary Kevin Sweeney shortly before II p.m. Wednesday
night at a motel in Littleton, N.H.. that the paper had evidence of the affair. The reporter requested an interview with

MIAMI (AP) The Miami Herald has attacked Gary
Hart in an editorial, saying the Democratic presidential candidate "has added lying to his previously documented demonstrations of bad judgment.’INe Herald. in its Thursday editions. challenged Hart’s
Hart.
responses to its report that u Miami woman. Donna Rice.
Sweeney then talked with a variety of campaign aides,
spent Friday night and much of Saturday at the former senpassing along the information to William Shore. Hart’s
ator’s Washington townhouse.
traveling aide. the paper said Shore passed along the inforHart also said the reporters "refused to interview the
mation to Hart.
%ery people who could have given them the facts before filing their story which we asked and urged them to do."
But in its editorial, titled "Now the Cover-up," the
Herald challenged those statements.
"In fact, on Saturday night outside his home, Herald
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API Lawrence Singleton, the
ieponer% repeatedly asked Mr. Hart to identify and let them convicted rapist who mutilated a I.as Vegas teenager nine
slew the woman they had seen him with on Friday years ago, has been ordered by a state judge to pay his vier, into and Saturday. He refused. the editorial said.
tim $2.4 million.
At a news conference Wednesday in New Hampshire.
But the attorney for 23 -year-old Mary Vincent said his
Ilan said he had made "a judgment" not to identify Rice client has little chance of collecting the full amount.
and the other two people with him at his townhouse and that
"He may be penniless, said attorney Keith Galliher.
he was "not entitled to jeopardize them in some sort of "I certainly don’t think he accrued anything while he was
siirtitiny or slander without their permission.
It is not incarcerated,"
,111111 my capability to bring somebody else into it. without
Singleton was paroled last month after serving eight
al least discussing it.
years of a 14-year prison sentence for the attack. But Cali I 1a11 5.1111 his friend William Broadhurst, one of his loons’ State Department of Corrections officials have been
Vial,IN .11 Me townhouse, later contacted the reporters and ,..unable to find a community that will accept the former sea offered to talk with them if they would not publish their man

Singleton ordered to pay

Spartaguide
Counseling Services will host
speaker Asa Hilliard at 10:30 a.m. today
at Morris Dailey Auditorium and at 2:30
p.m. in Science Building, Room 142.
Call Jovina Navarro at 277-2966 for information.
Theatre Arts will present a comedy
entitled "Goldoni’s Servant Two Masters at 12:30 p.m today outside the
Clark I.ibrary. Call Allairc at 277-2763
for information.

Communication Studies Department will host a brown bag lunch and
discussion of a Spartan Daily Editorial
on racial violence in Santa Clara County

at 12:30 p.m. today in Hugh Gillis Hall,
Room 215. Call the Communication
Studies Department at 277-2902 for information.

Pre-Medical Students Association
will hold elections and a meeting at 1:30
p.m today in Duncan Hall, Room 249.
Call Douglas Eddy at 370-7815 for information.

SJSU Ultimate Club will host the
California State Ultimate Championships
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow and
Sunday at the Bud Winter Field, South
Campus. Call Terry McCarthy at 279-

mimmlimmi
’GRANDE PIZZERIA & CAFE!

0563 for information.
SJSU Ski Club will host a picnic at
II a.m, tomorrow at Vasona lake Park,
Call Chuck Dale at 268-5633 for information.
Catholic Newman Center will hold
a dance at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Christian Center. Call Jim Rusche at
779-5968 for information.
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
Camp.You’ll get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
body. You’ll also get almost 5700.
But hurry. Thts summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college witli a degree and an officer’s
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.
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SJSU closes out at Irvine
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Baseball squad looks to finish ’87 on high note
By Stephen Ellison
Daily stan writer
Maybe its not such a had thing that
the SJSU baseball team isn’t going to vie
for the national championship After all.
the Spartans weren’t expected to do as
well as they have this season
In a way. SJSU defied the odds by
consistently staying away from the bottom of the conference standings. They
had something to prow to the PCAA

place finish.
Irvine (24-26, 10-8) would need a
sweep this weekend to establish an overall winning mark and a possible post-season berth But Coach Sam Piraro and his
Spartans, who last week were denied any
chance of a playoff appearance, could be
the spoilers.

Baseball

"To beat Irvine we have to score
runs, which is something we haven’t
done much of this year. Once again. it’s
going to come down to ’can we hit off
their pitchers?’ And everthing has to be
going right for us,’’ he said.

coaches who, at the start of the season,
chose the Spartans to finish last.
As of now, the Spartans (31-25. IItO) are in fifth place among eight teams.
They are six games above 5(X), which,
with three games remaining, guarantees
them a winning season.
That, in itself, is a lofty achievement considering their overall record last
year was not at all impressive (21-33).
Today. the Spartans begin a three game series at LW-Irvine against an Anteater team that is currently third in the
conference and scraping for a second -

"They smell second place," Piraro
said. "If they can sweep us. they may go
as an at-large.

In last year’s series between these
two teams, pitching didn’t seem to play a
factor as the Spartans won two out of
three at Municipal Stadium. At that time.
both teams were virtually out of the divisional race and the games were not crucial ones.
However, this year Anteater coach
Mike Gerakos. like Piraro, feels this series is of some importance.

"We’re looking at this series one
game at a time," Gcrakos said. "Realistically, we have a very slim chance of
making it to post -season play. But I
know we’d all like to finish with a winning record
Both coaches believe the key to
these three games, like most Spartan
contests, is pitching.
"A coach is always concerned and
always worried about the other team’s
pitching." Piraro said "And like last
week against Fullerton, I’m concerned
about our ability to hit tough pitching."
Gerakos agreed.
"To tell you the truth, we are two
very similar ball clubs," he said. "The
key is going to come down to our pitching against their hitting and their pitching
against our hitting. We haven’t been
playing as consistently as I thought we
would, but I think our pitching has really
surprised some people.
"San Jose has one of the premiere
pitchers in the country in (Anthony) Telford, so I would have to say, in that aspect, they have an edge on us."

Netters finish 10-10 overall
By Jeff Colslarte
Daily staff writer
Some people may consider the recently concluded SJSU women’s tennis
team’s season as mediocre. After all,
their 10-10 overall record and eighth place finish in the PCAA Championships
didn’t set the college tennis world on
But team records should not be used
to measure the productiveness of six

Tennis
hard-working tennis players. Instead,
consider all the adversity the team had to
endure in a season that almost did not
take place, then make a judgement.
First, I.isa Beritrhoff, who had
coached the Spartans to a 19-6 record
and a second -place finish in the Norl’ac
conference last season, resigned last fall
to accept the head coaching position at
UCSanta Barbara. While looking for a
replacement, there was some administrative talk of dropping the program for the
season.
In light of BeriOhoff’s departure, a
few Spartan players, including highly
touted Chandra Thompson, decided to
transfer. Then, the squad lost a couple
more players to any stucknhathlete’s
nightmare. eligibility.
The end result was that the proverbial cupboard was hare when Mary Visser took over the program.
She only had four players to work
with
Shelly
Stockman.
Kristen
Hildebrand, Whitney Clarke and Jeannie
Pasley-Miller
but they were experienced, and they would provide a solid
nucleus for Visser to build the squad
around.
Naturally, the players and coach
had to adjust to one another, and Visser
said that took time. Plus, the possibility
of postponing the season hovered ominously over South Campus. adding more
pressure to everyone associated with
Spartan tennis.
"This was the season that almost
wasn’t." Visser said. "It was real shaky
for a couple of months until we settled
into actually playing the season.
’They did a lot toward keeping the
program going, because we had considered dropping the team for the year
Given the circumstances we all had to
face this year. the kids did real well in

keeping their heads up and playing good
tennis."
It was an up and down season for
SJSU. They opened the year with three
wins, despite having only four players.
Visser soon found two players, Pat Vultee and !eche Bartleson, to round out the
squad, but the Spanans lost their nest six
matches.
Soon, they were to emerge from
that valley to win five in a row, but finished the regular season by losing three
of four matches against some of the
PCA A’s toughest opposition.
In their initial PCAA season. the
Spartans hosted the league championships. Visser and the team knew the odds
of winning the tourney were heavily
against them, but they played hard
throughout.
Despite an illness to Stockman, the
top-seed who had a good chance to place
well in the singles conipetition (and in
doubles with Hildebrand). the Spartans

’This was the season that
almost wasn’t.’
Mary Visser,
SJSU women’s tennis coach

managed to finish in eighth -place out of
10 teams. Hildebrand took fifth at No.2
singles, while Clarke and Vultee both
finished sixth in their singles spots.
"We had a good tournament considering the season’s adversity," Visser
said. "They showed a lot of courage and
should feel proud of themselves when
they look back on this year for having the
guts to keep the program going.
"It’s been an interesting year for all
of us. We’ve all learned some things and
had to act in different ways than we were
used to. "
With the season now complete. Visser’s attention has turned to recruiting.
Only Vultee will be back, and there are
five spots waiting to be filled by quality
tennis players.
Visser said she has received verbal
commitiments from two recruits - a
player from Thousand Oaks and one
from Chicago. III. plus, Kelly Ryan,

who redshirted this season, is set to rejoin the team. Add a few more junior
college players and Visser expects SJSU
to be competitive next season.
"Overall, it looks like we’re going
to be stronger than we were this year."
Visser said. "Still. I think we are two
years away from being the kind of team
that can do a good job of representing
San Jose State at the level of tennis we
really want to play."
Visser and her team will have their
work cut out for them next year. SJSU is
the oldest team in the league, while most
of their conference foes are young.
For instance, San Diego State University, which has won two consecutive
PCAA championships, returns four singles champions next season, including
Monique laver, the nation’s top-rated
singles player.
"They arc a very strong, talented
team which will continue to be talented
in the future," Visser said. "It’s easy to
recruit when you’re that good because
everyone wants to go there.
"But every year the other teams in
the league are getting closer to San Diego’s level. Other teams in the league are
now able to attract better quality athletes.
In the next few years, the league will be
much tighter than it is now."
Visser remains optimistic about
next season, and thinks Vultee will play
an important role on the euim. She said
Vultee played her best tennis of the year
during the tournament.
"I was really encouraged by her
performance," Visser said. "That will
carry over into next year. Personally. Pat
will be able to provide us with some positive leadership as an older, returning
player.
"I’ve always respected Pat’s positive nature. She doesn’t get down easily that’s the type of player you want
as a team leader. She’s going to be real
important for us next season."
And Vultee is also looking forward
to next year. But to be fully prepared,
she wants to make sure she doesn’t repeat what she did this season -- when
she started practicing for the year at the
beginning of the spring semester, instead
of the fall.
"I hope I can practice over the summer, so that I’ll be prepared for the season and be a lot better player. I’m realls
excited about next year," Vultee said

Spartan basketball assistant
named head coach at Pomona
By Ifasid Barry
Daily staff writer
Dave Bollwinkel has enjoyed
SJSU.
For the past five years, he has been
an assistant basketball coach under head
coach Hill Berry.
But. he has also enjoyed the thought
of being a head coach.
So when Cal -Poly Pomona. a ITivision II school, began looking for a head
basketball coach, liollwinkel applied.
And on Monday night, he learned
he had gotten the position.
"I like San Jose State, but my goal
was to be a head coach," Bollwinkel
said.
Bollwinkel, who has also been an
assistant coach at Colorado State, the
University of Oregon and the University
of California at Berkeley. said the drop
in divisions is riot a problem
"I want to coach at Division 1, but I
knew that to do that. I would have to be
successful at the Ihvision 11 level," he
said.
Berry was happy that Bollwinkel
has received the opportunity
’We’re really happy,’’ Berry sail
"He’s really deserving, he’s done a great
lob,
"It also looks good for our program
to have assistant coaches becoming head
coaches." he said.
A year ago. Bollwinkel helped
Berry lead the Spartans to a 16-1.1 record
and a second -place P(’AA finish
Berry said Bollwinkel has a number
of charactenstics that will make him a
successful coach.
’He’s very organired, hc’s an extremely hard worker, he’s a good re minx and he’s good with the ’ X ’s and

’O’s of offense and di:tense,’ Berry
said.
Bollwinkel is going to need it.
For the past six years. the Broncos
have had a losing record.
"It’s going to be a challenge." RolIwinkel said. "It’s going to be very
much like when Hill took over here (in
1980) and he made them a winner in his
first year. I want to do the same thing."
Bollwinkel first heard about the job
following the conclusion of the PCAA
tournament in March.
’"Ihe Pomona athletic director
asked me to apply for the job, so I did."
he said
Because, he is still teaching at
SJSU, be finds his time split.

"I’ve been trying to recruit down
there and tic up the loose ends up here."
he said. "I’ve been trying to do two jobs
in one."
Berry. who is currently assisted by
Greg Graham and Marc Joffe, said he is
in no rush to name another assistant.
"We’ll make the decision in the
next month and a half," he said. "We
want the most qualified person we can
find."

Nancy Nadel

Woman arrested in Jackson case
El. PASO, Texas (Al’)
Police
investigating the sudden death of
Texas-hl Paso basketball star "Jeep"
Jackson arrested a waitress Wednesday on charges of delivering cocaine.
Although police II. J.R. Grijalva continued the arrest was made
in connection with the probe into
Jackson’s death. he would not say
whether investigators believed a delivery of the drug was made to Jackson, who collapsed Saturday’ at a
chanty basketball game.
Michelle Lee Cabrera, 19, of hl
Paso. was arrested at her home and

No .r,,ger do you have to travel alone’ Travel
fellow single
Partners will match yOu with
hareem whose travel charactenencs and ontet
esti ant sunder to you’s You can DOM whey it
new Inendstup and take advantage of double
occupancy chacounts. Call or sante today for
further Ink/Maher, Ind an applobatton

TRAVEL PARTNERS

GrOalva refused to say whetho
police now believe Jackson’s death
was caused by cocaine.
"There’s a possibility of further
arrests," said Grijalva. "1 can’t go
into that. The investigation is ongoing.
Samples of blood, urine and us
sue were being processed hut result.,
of those tests were not expected Low
next week. Grijalva said.
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charged with delivery of less than 25
grams of cocaine. Grijalya said
Bond ours set at $500,000
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HOUSING

Color I V s. VCR’s. Cable
FREE Utilities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
f asily Accessible to Bus
Routes and f reeway
Walking distance to SJSU

Y1S

AT OTHER STORES
WE BUY STUDY GUIDES

WE PAY UP TO 60%
WE HAVE SHORTER
LINES

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS
OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

Potting &Niro Travelers Together

P0

Box

8

WestNy. CA 99397
1209) 0943 -FUN

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998-0234

Daily staff photographer

Spartan pitcher Anthony Telford discusses a discrepancy with the umpire in Tuesday’s 4-3 loss to Santa
Clara. S.1S1 frauds to Irxine for its final three-game series of the 1987 campaign this weekend.

.1 1/4

330
SAN

TENTH
STREET
SOUTH
CALIFORNIA
JOSE
9 5 1 1 2

RADIO
1111
JOSE!

Well, bless my star -is
capitalism dead? KSJS brings
killer commercial free radio to
the south bay. So join hands,
comrades, and bop those buns
every weekday to the Rhythm
Wave. On the weekends, cool
your rosy cheeks with jazz/
fusion on the Creative Source.
Join the Party with Spartan
Sports and keep tabs on our
great dictators and their proletariat with KSJS Public Affairs.
90.7FM is everything but commercial. Oh, but don’t worry
Virginia, only the necks here
are red.

ily

Campuspage,
Radio station
seeks antenna
site approval
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TRANSMITTER. from page I
KSJS needs the name of a county official
to put on the slip of paper required by the
FCC which says there is a site available,
Baran said.
All we were after was the name of
a person the FCC could call who would
say there was a space available.’’ Baran
said. "Now we can put all the paperwork
into action."
The commission asked for such an
unusual requirement because it only
wants one antenna on the site, Hartman
said. Santa Clara County has a moratorium against installing new antennas
until an environmental study can be
done, he said.
KSJS and KJSO were excluded
from the moratorium because both were
in the process of filing, when it was

John B Lawrence -- Daily staff photographer
Doli Modai and Achi Ben -Shalom, playing guitar, sing folk songs in
Hebrew as part of the celebration of Israel’s independence at a festi-

val sponsored by Hillel yesterday in the Student I Mon Amphitheater.
The singers performed while Palestinians protested the celebration.

Disagreement over
stipulation leaves
budget unapproved

Festivities observe Israel’s freedom Blix,F7f-ipage/
/.11?.11.1 .

la

pucc

"I don’t feel that their celebration is
right." said protestor, M. Jabbarah, a senior majoring in public relations.
He said the booths with pictures of
Israeli people, and information on the
country, did not make any reference to
Arabs.
’I am an Israeli cificen, hut it’s all
just pro-Jewish and there is nothing
about Arabs.’’ he said.
The creation of Israel just stands for
200.0(K) Palestinians leaving the state,
he said.
Jabbarali said the situation in Israel
is the same as that in South Africa.
’There, it’s a difference of color, here.

it’s

’ he said.
While protest movements continued, members of the Hillel Jewish Center offered Israeli food to passers-by’.
A Jewish woman offered a slice of
Israel’s birthday cake to the Palestinian
protestors. They walked past her with
solemn laces
"I just feel sorry they don’t join me
in participating in the celebration, instead of demonstrating." Kimhi said.
Kimhi believes that the current ten skins between Palestinians and Israelis
over the land of Israel can be solved.
"We negotiated a peace treaty before with Egypt, and we can do this
again "

People can protest, but it does not
stop the children from being killed, he
said.
Mere will be peace when all the
people who live in the Middle East agree
to negotiate,’ ’ Kimhi said.
However, coexistence is not the
goal of all Middle -Eastern people, he
said.
"Sonic people only want it their
way," he said.
One Israeli woman said she expected the protestors.
"I can understand how they feel."
said Meredith Eskin, who’s working on
her teaching credential at &NU.
But she added that it was a "Catch-

Palestinian students protest
Israel independence day salute
PROD \I from page I
was a reaction to the media’s coverage of
Israeli’s Independence Day.
Some ot the demonstrators were reluctant to talk or give their names. They
said they fear retaliation from the government when they return to Israel and
they fear for the safety of their friends
and family currently living there.
’ Back there, it we were to hold
protests we would be shot immediately ." said Dave, who refused to give
his last manic or his student status for
’security reasons
l’hey ATV giv ing out disinfomm-

’They’re celebrating
Independence Day, but
it’s independence at
someone else’s account’
M. Jabbarah
public relations senior
tion:’ he said pointing toward the Mild
display. "We want to give the other side
of the story.
"’There are millions of Palestinians

Employees reach pact;
A.S. averts legal action
CONTRACT. from page I
tions come under the discretion of the
A.S. board of directors, which is elected
yearly.
’The intent of the union contract is
for A.S. employees to have parity with
SJSU employees who work for the state,
I.enart said.
"None of us will get salary increases:. she said. "It’s basically job
security."
A.S. employees, while receiving
the same salary and salary increases as
state employees, did not have the same
protections as their counterparts. Lenart
said.
The contract "spells out" grievance
procedures and termination policies that
had not been clarified in the past, she
said. Other than minor differences that
affect job safety specific to A.S. offices,
it is a mirror image of the state contract,
!snarl said.
A.S. employees decided to unionize
after the previous board of directors
nearly terminated business office employees to comply with an "efficiency"
report that had been compiled by an outside contractor. I enart said. When the

present board of directors took office.
A.S. President Tom Boothe rescinded
the termination order.
But. I .enao said, a full-time clerical
assistant had been fired in IWO in a pre V IOUs Cost cutting move, and other A.S.
employees began to worry about their
own job security.
The employees joined the union in
September, hut contract negotiations
with the A.S. personnel hoard proceeded
slowly during the fall semester, and were
further delayed by the month -long layoff
over winter break.
This prompted the union to hire an
attorney who was prepared to file an unfair labor practice grievance against the
A.S., union negotiator Glen Woodhouse
said last month.
Wert responded by stepping up negotiations and said the delays were
caused by the lack of a full-time negotiator for the A.S
The contract, which is 35 pages,
covers four business office employees,
including Lenart, program board secretary Kuni Capps and A.S. directors’ office secretary Helen Woodhouse.
"I’m pleased
that it finally
passed ’ ’ Wi iod house said

in exile and many others have bech
killed, including innocent women and
children," he said.
"We are demonstrating for a real
independent Israel, a democratic state.
where everyone can live. Jews and nom
Jews," he said.
The demonstrators chose to hold a
silent demonstration because they did not
want to create violence similar to that
which has been mounted against them by
the Israeli government. Jabbarah said
The students at the
said they did not object to the demonstra
tion and that it %vas their right to express
their opinions.

Athlete says
running back
punched her
1.0S ANGELES (API Officials met Thursday to review a
complaint against University of
Southern California running back
Aaron Emanuel, who allegedly
knocked out a member of Southern Cal women’s track team, but
postponed a decision on whether
to file charges.
In a complaint filed with the
sheriff’s department. Sharon HatEmanuel
alleged
field.
23,
punched her in the face early Sunday morning at a party.
Hatfield alleged in the complaint that the incident took place
about 2 a.m. and began when
Emanuel pinched her on the buttocks. Investigators were told she
asked him not to pinch her, but he
persisted and she threw beer in his
face.
Detective Joe Nume said that
Hatfield claimed that Emanuel reacted by punching her in the face
and knocking her unconscious.

22- situation where both religions believe they have a right to the land.
Yesterday throughout campuses in
the Bay Area. Israel’s 39th birthday was
celebrated.
Kimhi as a representative of Israel,
also encourages students to visit the kits but, system in Israel.
’A kibbut, is social community
he said.
About 700 people live in these communities.

placed. Baran said.
KSJS filed last year tor the antenna.
It was told KSJO’s antenna could not accommodate another FM station, Baran
said. However, by the time KSJO die’
coveted another antenna could be placed
on the transmitter, it was too late.
-lhey could have reinforced it earlier, but now it’s too late." Martin said.
The tower KSJS would erect would
have enough support for two FM etaturns, he said. KSJS would accommodate KSJO and give up the spot with the
most access, if that’s what they required.
The new transmitter would not be
more powerful than the "antiquated
one," but it would provide more covetage, Baran said.
"If we stay where we arc, we’re
losing a lot of coverage. Baran said.

should look into the ramifications of
that, he said.
He said the budget committee determined leisure services couldn’t afford to
hire a part-time employee, and that the
decision should be accepted.

"I’m not opposed to hiring a new
employee for leisure services or the business office," Boothe said, "but only if
the money is available."
The new budget, which the present
board must approve before adjourning its
meeting next week, must be sent to President Gail Fullerton for final approval.
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18 and Over
Admitted into Nightclub
for FUN, DANCE, and DAllLE!
(With College I.D.)

$1.50 All Well Drinks, Wine & Draft
This Sunday
8 p.m. - Midnight
(Additional I.D. Required)

"College Night Every Sunday at BARITZ"

Comet killed dinosaurs, scientists say
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Bits of
quart? found at several sites around the
world appear to confirm a theory that the
extinction of dinosaurs and other forms
of life 65 million years ago resulted from
the impact of a large meteorite or comet,
scientists said Thursday.
Researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey office in Denver said quart?
grains taken from five sites in Europe. as
well as New ’Zealand. the Pacific Basin
and elsewhere, have structural features
associated with the impact of a large
body striking the Earth.
IN:tailed analysis of the mineral debris shows that it comes from a single
massive event and not from a series of
volcanic eruptions as other scientists
contend, they said in a new report.

The microscopic fracturing found in
the quart? is more like that associated
with the pressures of a massive impact
than what would result from volcanic activity, they say in a study to be published
in the May 8 issue of the journal Science.
Bruce liohor. Peter Modreski and
Foord said the so-called
Eugene
"shocked quart?" is found in the same
sediment layers that contain unusually
high levels of iridium, a metal common
in asteroids, meteors and comets.
The researchers said the latest find ings bolster the controversial, I0-yearold theory of Nobel Price -winning physieist I.uis Alvarec and his geologist son,
Walter, that a single catastrophic event
led to a great extinction of life on the
Earth.

The Alvare, theory says that impact
of an extraterrestrial body 65 million
years ago threw up a giant cloud of de
tins that encircled the globe and dimm
ished sunlight for months. if not years
The climate cooling caused by the dust
resulted in the death of dinosaurs and
many other types of animal and plant
life, it contends.
The theory is based upon finding up
Iii 600 times normal levels of iridium ttu
clay deposits from the period, and Bohm
said the same indium concentrations
have been found at every site of the tell
talc quart? particles

NIGHTCLUB

STAURANT
Loon

(408) 446-2832
5580 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino
At the Intersection of 280 8 Lawrence Expwy

goners NO Bud

"The evidence from around the
world seems to show one event," Bohm
said in a telephone interview.
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Seventh blues festival
scheduled for Sunday

A scene on the green

li) Judith I- aught
Daily stall writer
I hose w ith a task. for wailing saxophones and soothing soices can get their
till at the Seventh Annual Fountain Blues
Festival this Sunday I
I toh p.m at
the MU fountain area
The festival is the biggest free blues
festival in the Bay Area, said Ted
Gehrke, program board adviser.
"Of course, there are the San Francis and Oakland Blues testnals, but
you have to buy Sit) to $12 tickets for
those. Ours is free and also pretty well
known." Gehrke said.
This year’s festival. which is expected to draw 3.000 listeners, is focusing on the best Jaw and blues talent in
the Bay Area,
The lineup, which had not been
%ompletely set on Thursday. will feature
a solo performance by lady. Bianca
I homton on the piano.
A collection of blues bands. Andy
Just and the Shapes. Night Co- with
Little John Chrisley, Chris Cam. and
Beau and the Mighty Arrows. will round
out the schedule.
he performers are of "extremely
high caliber" who are well-known in the

Daily stall photographer

Robed Airoldi

Jim (’ornw ell and Aliehelle Robinson, both graduate students iii theater arts, praiiii e I Inn sila% on the last n between ( lark 1 ibrary and

lOss ight lientel I Lilt( 11111%, VII and 14 1111i ill1111 will be performing "Ser% 1111 I if Fv%ii lusters" at the same lot al ion 12:31Ip.m. today.

Mini horse kicked out of his house
\ ND OAKS IAP)
Rag- after the council’s vote, hut her attorney.
Till II
Neal Saban, said he was thinking about
time is a steed without a stead.
The (.11 COLIIICil decided Tuesday adsising her to disobey the order
night to esist Ragtime. a 2/4-inch Arnett
I aro Homer, the councilman who
Pa is
from
horse.
can :mulatto e
initiated the motion to enforce the evicFairchild’s home and yard.
tion. said: "I think what we had all along
the 4-1 nay vote followed a 2’ is not the question of whether Ragtime is
hour hearing during which 20 people tes- a good pet or well cared
for. Were dealtified about the pros and cons Oi Rag- ing here
with a clear case of a liming vitime’s living arrangements.
olation. a legal matter
Ragtime, a trick stallion who
Councilman I cc I .axdal voted
watches television and has the run ot the against removing Ragtime.
eon Shady Brook Drive,
Fairchild’s h
"I have tried very hard over the last
is about the sin of a large dog.
Fairchild argued he should he con- tew months to see how that horse could
sidered a household pet instead of a farm be a threat to property values, how that
the neighborhood isn’t /oiled horse could he a threat to coning. hut I
animal
can’t
he said.
Mr faun animals.
I ate last year. Ms. Fairchild was
Fairchild refused to talk to reporters

"It’s going to be a little smaller this
year because we don’t have a big name
headliner." she said. "Nobody’s really
touring right now on the West Coast and
we don’t have as large a budget las last
yen to work with."
"It still should be pretty good. We
base lots of local talent." she said.
the Fountain Blues Festival is the
largest free event that the program board
offers during the year.
’It’s a way to pay bask students for
their support of our programs during the
year.’’ Alexander said.

"...as ghoulishly funny
and frenzied as a
carnival ride through
’The Marquis de Sade’
Tunnel of Love’:’
%Ineent ( nibs,
%INS 11010,. MIES

Peier, Trim,. PE OP1 t

10

VISION laltivESIRON PICTURES Pit
A KEN RUSSELL FILM

VIRGIN

24 HOUR
COPY STOP

Critics claim that allowing an ex
ception for Ragtime would set a bail
precedent and encourage others to break
municipal laws.

The blues festival has become a
SJSU spring tradition presenting a variety of ji.177 and blues artists each May
lust labile finals. said Verda Alexander,
program hoard director.
Although the festival has increased
in attendance and recognition every year,.
this year’s festival will not be as large as
pre% IOUs Nears, she said.

"Lock up the kids and
blindfold your granny:
Ken Russell is at
it again."

12 1

told to move Ragtime because horses
aren’t allowed in the Oak hriiiik Village
neighborhood where she Its cs I low ever.
in January, the council delayed implementation of that order until a %ominitice
examined the broader issue
IL
regulate miniature 1101 SCS III r
neighborhoisls

lac, and blues nightcluhs of San Francisco and Oakland, Ciehrke said.
he Bay Area blues scene is one
of the best known in the world and produces some of the best blues talent." he
said.

GOTHI
er 4

kinkois

The little horse’s plight has ai
traded a lot of media coverage. When he
appeared on "The late Show Starring
Joan Rivers." the comedian called the
city "stupid" tor issuilhi its first wino% al
order.

12:011PANFI

Great copies. Great peep*,
481 E. San Carlos St
Between 10th & 11th
295-5511
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PLAYING
THEATRE 291 4900

SHOW1IMES

MORE POWERFUL THAN A MACINTOSH,
COSTS LESS THAN A COMMODORE 128!

99

* Mouse
* All Ports-No Boards to Buy
(Midi, Serial, Parallel, DMA,
Controller & More.)

* Atari 520ST
* 1 Year Extended Warranty
* Software
SPECS
* 512K
390 per Kilobyte
Based
* 68000
* 8 mhz
* Harddrive XFER((/
1.33 MEG SEC
* 640 X 400 lines res.
with 70hz refresh
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3248 El Camino Real, Santa Clara

ACCESSORIES
* RGB Color Monitor $349.00
* Mono Monitor $139.00
* 3-1 2- Disk Drive
Worlds Greatest
Selection of Software
Anywhere
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CAREER DAY AT EWE BRANCHES IN
SETTUTE. Coltege of Tradttional
Chinese *Maine In CallIornis
the Certified Acupuncturist IL
is
Primary Healthcare Pr ova..
Free Branches, ’math/1e ha en
outstandWg aceriminc and chni
cal curriculum which can meow.
you tor this new yet tracinionat
proamaion W neve reached
stage beyond pioneering ther
pron... growing and maturing
prolemional status in healthcare
intr.US Joln um Ica dm of ioc
tures, presentations, arklaos and
baler& SATUADAV. May 9th. 9AM
rIPM. 200 7111 Avenue, Sento Cruz
(neer Yacht Harbor) (406) 474
9424 FREE ADMISSION
CAREER DAY AT FIVE !BRANCHES IN
STITUTE. College of irritations,
Chinese Medicine In California
Ill. Certified Acupuncturist (C A I
is
Primary Heeithcere Provider
Five Branches Institute has an
otilstendlng scadernic and int
cal curriculum which can prepare
you for this new, yet trodtlional
profession We have reached
stage beyond pioneering that
promises growing and maturing

We

professional status in healthcare
in the U S Join us tor day ot lec

the
an)

turn. preseniation. valises nd
lours, Saturday, May 9. 9AM
4IPM. 200 7th Anemia. Santa Crux
(near Yacht Merbor) (408) 4769424. FREE ADMISSION

for
the

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro
leesional growth as Volunteer 111
tern In world renowned local
program.
Counseling, support
services. edenin dale processing.
public awareness. fund-raising,
NC BI- & mono-linguel. all ma
Mrs, gred & undergred Expert.
VICO Irons ctencel to post -grad
intro-to-extrovert WF NEED YOU
Neer campus !GEE PO Boy
952.5 J 95106. call 280-5055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PI AN
Enroll nowt Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure me S Office or
cad (406137141811

AUTOMOTIVE
FUN IN THE SUN in ’73 DATSUN
pick-up DEPENDABLE. 01400 or
best other Call 238-7724
72 VW SOUAREBACK ti Etat cond
one owner. ites luggage recta Call
274-91)5 eV. $1500 SO
’69 VW BUG! Good condition very roll
obi. only 0900 Cell Jim at 377
7201 730-0880

COMPUTERS
WE

SELL IBM COMPATIBI F cont.
puler OT complete system for
5570. AT complete system lot
$1195 PC-COM, computer & *commode* 404 S 3rd St . corner of
ben Slav/odor. 295.7606 We acoept tilm or MC

FOR SALE

background to be proud oil ft you
are creellve. permeable. & can
portray protemitonaNern, cad for
info interview 995-0637
ISHAUST

PROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full lima
weekend shill (Friday. Saturdey,
MOrMay) NNW,. US
Sona
cituenslup.
technical orient..
lion end good record keeping
skllis C. Liz at 14151 4937600
e at 445

GENERAL OFFICE Cl ERK varied du
in ties hr. rthes & wnds Call

FUTONS!. CREATE YOUR own living
? sleeping spec0 with our futons.
pillows,
berme Customs Fu
tons & Pillows Plus, 900 5 WM
cheater Blvd (bell. Moorperk &
Wililame)Sen Jose 296-6161 tOsx
(amount on futonw ad
RESEARCH PAPERS 15,276 Avail
able, Catalog 52 00 Reseerch
11322 Idaho, 0206 Los An
TOIL E RF
gelee90025
HOT
LINE
800.3510272.1 33
015A MC or COD
SONY PORTABLE B&W TV w case &
am Tm S99 VHS movies tectory
copies 110 ea Call 298-9426
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DEL TA 10-speed for in.. than
985 MHC Bicycle Sales offer
low-cost trensportation needs for
the student All 541.6 11001 30 day
guarantee Days 942.7736, Eves
293-471:Mask /or Joe

HELP WANTED
AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION" Im
modiste need 3 15prn to 6 1 Sprn
MTWTH. Plan Call 971-8118 or
268-9753
AIRLINES

CRUISE LINES

HIRING’

Summer
Career,
Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide. cassette.
newsservice, (916) 944-4444 520
BANKING
TELLERS
Full and part-thne positions wall
Mae 01 our Redwood City Orlice
Requiring prevlous CartederIng ex
pertence with customer contact
Dl teller imperirenc plus. good
communicstion and customer
service skills, light typing and ID
My Male required We encoursge
You to appty In person Accepting
application. between 9 AM -4 PM
FEDERAL. 700 El
Camino Reel RedwOod CIty
Equal OppoHunIty Employer
GI ENDALE

SALES
E C A. Inc
mating matk.p artists. trepan..
Masperople to work pi Promolocal events in the Bay Area 57
lo 510 hr call (415) 344-4436

COSMETIC

COUNSELOR-WORK WITH AUTISTIC
chlkiren In group horn* Great
egos, for psych & spec ad stud..... Call la -F. 9-5, 377-54I2
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Parl timevis
Rent A Car Is now .cepting ap
pllnallon..tttSSan Jose Airport
lOcatIon PM..o apply at 1455
NE Airport Blvd between Ilan,
and 4prn, Monday through Friday
EARN UP TO 9405. Dram In JAPAN
to
envelope
stamped
Send
Mithre-Greenhatuser, 1639 Mendo
clno Lane, Newbury Park, C
91320
EARN 5400-0600 per mOnfn 17740,17.8
62000-66000 rull time Call Mike at
354-7C29
FRN $10010 1600 and more weekly
Horneworkers needed for corn
Perry PmfeCt Work in your spare
time For further informetion rush
stomped soft addressed envelope
to Jane Melkompany, P 0 Box 15

WORK STUDY OlIn to, !All Olin
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER Apply Cl Sti.dent Union
Directors office on top hop

HOUSING

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal tor stu
dents Join our marketing sten
Take new and renewel megarM
orders by pnone Mon -Wads &
Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
MLISCIANS WANTED to jam this sum
met Guitarists bessista sffigera
Call Dave 11579-5465
NEEDED" Mature, responsible le
male pan tura clerical good tetephone skills
Friendly orrice.
$701 close to campus Call 2867373
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS Ica
San Jose PRICE CLUB et lilt
Story Rd Great promotional opPortunilles, Representelives from
Price Club WO be on campus in
front of Student Union on May 710
from IOAM.1PM
PART TIME JOBS," We market auto
club Memberships for 11,e minor
Oil companies Part-time easy
hour weekly paychecks 57 to
615 hourly commission complete
training provided Great aspenenc tor your resume R C SMITH
CORP 247-0570
PART TIME SALES’ Resume and writ
log service, moat.’ commissions Bey Area’s most expert

.ncws siwwni dlwounla

Career

Centro at 743-4070
PIANIST WANTED" Dynamic versatile
e xp Able to play rag to rock. solo
& accomp for the PRY HOUSE
bawdy vaudeville show Thum
eves & OtC. ,Ands Greet tun
great oppl’y Jim .1 266-4702
PIZZA

GO GO is now hiring lor
cook, counter & dyvor posItions
for sommer & fall Cell 280-0706

San Jose finest athletic club has
ft ph openings for deskS restaurant
end nine. positions Call Mike?
al 267.3700
SECURITY
OFFICERS"
Full
time part lime all shifts We will
rein Apply in person Mon Frl
9.1-4prn. 260 Meridian Ave San
JO.. call 266-5880
SECURITY RECEPTION sit shifts fl pl
hr to start Full benefits, no
experience needed Apply YANG
UARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd between Oicoll & San Tomes Santo Clara Cell 777-9793
STILL LOOKING tor summer lob, Do
you Ilk. kids, How about I ACE
TAHOE" I still need counselors
for Comp Gaillee Contact Sherri
.1 277-1965 for Mote into

COKE MACHINE FOR SALE" Please
caN 2071-2035

WNTD DJ to play Or prhate Warr
pop r&b music May 73 4 6pn1.6 75
Call
Angela 415 966 5661 632
0158

Debby Janw at 296-7393

STUDENT JOBS" Come to Director,
Mc. on upper floor In Student
Union or cell 277-3222
STUDENTS,

MANY LONG term &
shoft tenn A p11101.06. oval! 1m.
mediate needs tor word pro.
reception.
Stscrelerles,
late. data entry & clerks PY
ranges vary, 56-912. cIl NOW’
738-8622

SUMMER JOB at PeInt Americe, We
provide on the Lob traning, scholarship programs & excellent ben
els Painter & foreman position
are now ...liable For application
cell Alex at 983-4900
SUMMER JOBS IN AOUATICS Milpi
las
Recreation
Dept
I Ileguards swhn instructor 622-0-21,
30-40 hrs WI Apply NOW’ Call
94 2- 24 70
SUMMER JOBS’ Small office needs
phone answerer Could also use
someone I orntilar 0,010 pro
cessing
desktop publishing
FT PT Flex Time, mellow strno.
spnere Jeans 04 Aaron 9569972
SUMMER JOBS, Small oftIce neeris
phone answerer Could ills use
someone familiar w wOrd pro
ceasing
or desktop publishing
FT PT taxiirms,
elmo
sphere
9672

Jeans OK

Aaron 996-

TELEMARKETING START TODAY
toll part Ilma
Flexible hours
141hr to siert
commission &
bonus A national carpet cleaning
company is looking for enthuslas,
tic persons to help expend Its Ray
area operation Call now 968,
0720
TEI EMARKETING, START TODAY,
Work In
frlencily atmosphere
We will train you to mita. top 5
Earn 5525 hour plus bonuses
and nightly Incentives We want
motivated. enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday from 4 309prn and Saturday 1010 3prh Wah
right person, hours can be flexl.
We Call 376-3382, ask for KIM
TGI FRIDAY. RESTAURANT now hrr.
log *011.1 06.41 A line cooks
Apply in person btwn 7-4 wkdys
10343N Wolfe Rd Cupertino
TRAVEL
AGENCY
Entry
levet
53 75 hr Ming end HON della

AFFORDABI P HOUSING’ Near San
Jose Stele lot students Don 1
hassle parking. walk to school
free ram., monthly disc Fully
furnished. color
TV VCR and
housekeeping service Shared or
smote rooms available 011Ice 72
N 5th St cal 998-0234
FEMAI F ROOMMATE VINT TO snore
1 bdrm apt 3 Wks 1mm SJSU
$225 mo Avail 6 I eve 294-4120
STUDIO APT 2 miles NORTH or campus 5425 no has extra rm lst0.
dy hcirm for one)
Call 2886647 275 9509 or I-8004704700
Also

need pert lime
starting In May

HOW Ft,PG6 ’

OTC nem anytime VIKTOR (Yee&
or (Ind Clistr 2703774 629 7774

erles Call 971-8l tO
WAITRESS WANTED pert limo., MIN
A TO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call Met at 998 9711 for detatt
617 N 6th Si San Jo.

’,Imager

SUMMER RATES May 1 to July 31 2
woe master bedrooms & 7 toll
2 blks from
baths 6 Closer
parking,
Underground
SJSU
game fry, .n deck bbq area, ml
crows. oven $675 mo. 48 F WII
Ilarn 4th 51.354-1104
SUNNYVALE ROOM In 3 bdrns apt al
Wolfe El Camino..
15 min to
SJSU. $240 rno
cap II 2 Loll}
Call anytime 730-0274
1970, DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style. I bectroom Avail.
able tor mature person 1 ong term
preferred Must be firffincially responsible clean quid and sober
only 551-553 S 611, SI
293
0989 787 7077 after 5pm
1450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

OW &VIEW

SNICKER BAR BOY never dial hink
I 0 hear you sex If ill cone back it
you 111.6, me to the GREEK F F S
TivAl after finals’ Fri May 22ncl,
5 10PM Sat 73ffil 10.10 Sun

.4

THAT
SOMETHING
AC T US’ t
WORKS," Hell always put the
seal down wIth a POTSTICKFR
Send 52 50 to 0 6 Productions
PO Boa 360190 Milpitas, Cs
95035

luv u guys.Kerla & Candi

rectIon and purpose, vocatIonal
guidance. deep sel7knowledge
clarifying
transItIons.
life
relationship compatibility. and
profound Insights into ille dynam
Ica snd your souls peth I have
been in private pffictice sa a Pro.
lessionsl Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 snd use.
vast foray ot techniques in sera
ing you A single session does
the jobamazIngly rapid, effective
and pfficlical 575 hr. 545 30 min
References Carol Willis M A Call
14081 734-9110 tor appointment or
to be placed on the malting list for
lectures workshops classes
FEMALE COMPANION
lIve with slncere

WANTED to
Iffindlcapped
man Want to establish a lasting
relationsffip’ Please cell Brian at
298-2308

SERVICES
BACKACHE, PALMER COl I EGF OF
CHIROPRACTIC West is currently

Sunday brunches lectures Tues
Israeli
day lunch and l earn
dancing, holiday celebffillons
For information call HIliel et 2940311
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT and considering adoption we area happily
marrled childless couple
Cell
anyllme 1415)447 3793 keep try
log All calls confidential expenses related to pregnancy to be
dtscussed

BARE IT All’ Stop shaving waling
twetaing or using chernicei depth
tones I at me permanently in
move your unwanted hair 1,61,
WM Int tummy, moustache eh t
15 percent discount lo students

15 THIS
riY GCOD

YES. LET MX
IN AND AMSI DE? 714E ef.ATiVIcKS!

DATA ANAI Y515
Clear espialnations reasonable UNI & multIva
rime ffilistir a
/RS Research
Assoc

(415)349-4407

build" SHI Electronics Is committed to olier low cost consulting needs for the student Call
days 942.7736. Eves 293-4780
ask for Joe
El ECTROI VSIS
!RIC"
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
conlidentlal
335 5
lisyWood
Ave San Jose, call 247-7486 for
appointment

idi

Gestalt, Ca 91310
SA1 ES’ Mee poor
$2409.’
Pr ...Petty Ater n
th!"‘
sate
plus addhlonal incentive
peymen1 We offer complete lima
of educational products We otter
free tide barring
For en inter
yaw call Mt Mead at 241-3295
ENJOY YOUR SUMMER while making
gruel money and 11541109 lob
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Home On The Range
. AND ([ALSO BUSINESS
(QUEUE HAS 306 RAM ME N T PliOibRAMS, 3USE
TALK TO 0012
.
544p154caRAOUATES,

Bill Lukas
I 6E(AmE A (ERT tE I E I)
comPOTEN oPENAToR ll0
15 MINUTES, WO MOW
10M "ORION(’ FOR A 6 loFog TUNE 500 CAMPANY
/

4 rit

lll

10.4 discount on labor with
this ad Special rates for sentor
citizens, SJSU students. sten &
t eculty FREE estimates ’EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME.
Call Ron
Hugh., Evergreen 1 ocksmith &
Security Senflces, 770-3277, San
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Jose All wont guaranteed
NEED FINANCIAI
Prolesslonel
computerized sources of grants,
scholarships. loans Guaranteed
minimum of rive sources Res
sonable
rates
Compuleriffid
scholarship sources Cl (415)651
4559 otter 5pm weekends
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEV by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You or got Ihe party, 00 00 got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party, or dance
at reasonable rates Cell Desiree
Or Phil at 249-7820 432-5333

PROFESStONAI WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY by. SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories brewer
Budge! and deistse packages
available Complimentary 8 0 10
When you mentIon this ad FOr
FREE
appointment
call
Awl
Smith Photography at 2581329
RESUMES." Distinctive and Proles
atonal We write and print your resume presenting your qualitica!Ions in a way that gets you he
lob Letter quality laser printIng
Cover letters and envelopes also
svall Ressonsble rates Student
discounts Call us’ Dion Business
Communications at 988-1607
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUPRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with s sensitive touch A varlets,
or packages to choose trorn, ell
reasonably

priced
ment (408)259 5941

By sppoinl

TYPING
*AAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACK NOWI -

soloed Thanks
AA ASH
PERFECTION’
LASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at its best Have
done own masters thesis Expert
armed In resumes letters theses
prolesslonI
beck up 8 group
projects No lob loo small or too
large Reasonable Call Barb. Sr
926-4370 TODAY,

L’
FOUL
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Classified
A BEAUTIFUI PAPER every time F
perienced pffitessional word pro.
papers
ffieses,
cessIng
re
elli g
surnes 0111c o
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 rnln
ules from campus Words and
More (Pamela t 923.7810
A

BEST PAPER when We
word
processed it’ Professional typing
editing of your term papers
ffieses letters. whatever Gum
soloed excellence F sperienced
word processors. dependablp.
fast and svallable NE San Jose
Call 251.0449

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFFSSION51
word processing PJ 5 Word Pro
cessing ServIce otters quell’s,
guaranteed work Experienced in
term papers thesis group pro
jects resumes nffinuscrffits snd
letters Only minutes nom cam
pus Cell PJ at 973-7309
ACADEMIC WORD P9OCESSING-923E1461 NY, STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formals (APA MI A. Tursbian

1 2 block from bus bide Rapid
turnaround Sel.tric 11 & Epson
minimum
10-800
Sr 50 page
charge. 55 Available seven days
a week Call Tom .1 292-4096

251.5947

Teresa
A -PL US TYPING 12 wars experience

5025
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, business, legal word

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT Oil’ Two
linger typIng got you down, Then
all G. at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
theses 787-8447 If no answer
please lertve message

processing needs Term papers,
reports, resumes, cover letters.
group protects. manual. theses
dissertations. etc All ricaclernic
APA Fr. disk Rua
ffirrnals

CAI I I IND FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Report 5,

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers all lengths
51 60 page typtng 5 spelling dm

APA torrnal, term paper thests welcomed 10 years typing word processing cop I etter quality prInt
tog Very competitive rates and
ffist turn around *variable Stu
dents receive discounl with ID
as% tor
Access Data 781.4982

plays resumes. cover & tollow.up
letters. manuscripts (books, rot,
cies. short stories), transcription
FREE SPElCHEK, copy edlt 111 re
quested). proof disc storage Stu,
00105
discounts
dent ’coolly
246turnaround Santa Clara

Hit l SANTA
TERESA
RI OSSOM
AREA last accurate typing and
word processing avallsble seven
days a week Academic business
and personal typing welcome
Cell 365-1012

ceasing instruction available 910
appointment
fly
5
Mon Fri
Chrystal 923-0461

ence typing research papers
nffinusc ripIs tape transcription
nd wilt meet all desdones Hourly
retes Woffi gusranteed Jane *I

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING Term papers research paper5.
theses S dissertations ICampbell.
Turablen, APA 31cl ed 1. screen-

scripts resumes cover letters
mailing lists etc Minor editing
svallable Free disk storage Sal
Isfaction guaranteed Call Nile
(leave message) 267.7149

etc I and group protects welcome
Free spell check end dIsk storage
Experienced thesis and public.
non typist Standard and micro cassette transcription Word pro.

ACCOMPLISHED
ACCURATE
AWARD WINNING typist 10 min
utes from SJSU 10 yesrs expert

search papers IAPA Tursbisn
Campbell) also resumes cover
let LegIble ropy please Students
end faculty welcome Willow Glen
area essy lo locale Call Mrs
Morton 266-9448

BF AR ARI F
WORD
PROCESSING
Term papers theses, book menu

the., g=oup projects. resumes
APA n specially Quick return on
all papers All work guaranteed
Per page and hourly raffis Irna
den Branham area Free dish stor
PROF
STENO
TYPING
age
SERVICE .1 764-4504

age. SPA CHEK, punctuation and
grernmer essisisnce All work
guaranteed Prolesslonat quick
dependable service at At FORDS
1111 F RATES" Call Pitm at 747
2681 (Santa Clara) Further sev
Mos with referral discounts’
GT

WORD PROCFS Term papers.
theses, manuals tape trans re
sumes free disk stoffige Student
rotes Fast trnrnd 77? 9166

PROCESS IT WRITE" F &rutty and sto
dents can rely on accurate
timely production ot newsletters,

Me spare 51 85 page typing
loll proof reeding Csnffibell area
local pickup & delivery 866-6960

reports resumes, publicallons.
manuscripts.
correspondence
etc Will old in grammar spelling
punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response
lenve message for
Pamela st 280.1821

DA VSTAR
SECRETARIAL
Proles
atonal student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
lost’ Perfect tintshed documents
from laser printer Inn typos
whlteoul. etc I Sr 50 per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To my
repeal cllents call to reserve time
or your protects before end -or

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term papers theses, end disserlation
Help with orgenlyetIon griarnnuir
and punctuation Please call 55466S0

semester rush Is on’)
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING 266
9448 Former English rnsior. can
metal w grammar, vOtebulery
Term re
sentence
structure

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONAL typing and
SerVIC.

Fest.

PROFESbusiness
snd

reasonsble

neat university
4047

Cell 14081 292-

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFES.
SIONAL typing & bustness services Fast tessorffible and near
university Cell (4001792 4047
Hers
PURI ICA/MONS
gustily edilIng typing services
Quick turn
*Ord processing
around Reasonable rates Call
257-4333 or visit at 4255 Wiiiisens

SUNRISE

Rd. Suite 074. San Jose
RESUMES" Need
TERM PAPERS
help, Call SOS’ Word Pro
ceasing Spell Check I etter Oust
ity Printers Resumes t 10 copies
Ind I Cover letters
Envelopes
choice 01 wiper
Pholocoples
01.p-entity.
F xperienc.1
Yet
735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale
RATES"
RF ASONAB1F
Sant. Clara ares Call Patti et 2465633

TYPING"

TYPING 5200 page resume 55 & up
minimum charge $5 We use IBM
compatible Wordstar word pro
cessor and letter twenty p.ote,
Pc.COM 404 5 3rd St corner of
San SalvadOr One block nom
campus Can 295 1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word ProcessIng
thesis disserIntlon manuscript
14081
English French Spanish
371.8720
WORD PROCESSING’ Tenn pspers
’opens etc Students let ulty
rest CCUrate COnvenient lOC
lion on 1780 I Mph Call hind, or
rates 01 9990764
WORD PROCESSING’ Sturffints in
structors small business Term
papers thesIs resumer men
Leis dissertations mass miltng.
Reasonable
etc
spell check
rates Call K 6 R Desktop Sery
ices al 274 7671 I Milled pick up
& delivery
TEE s TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast accurate work
available seven days week I ncalm/ In the Blossom Hill Santo
Teresa area Call 3651012

wommi
Print Your Ad Here

this sett done. unadvertISOCI, non
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(Count approwmately 30 letters and spaces for each hne)

Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one day
1111111211111111111

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 I. fries $5 95 $6 80
!iOCtt Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $6300
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Pius L ines 880 00

Address

Phone

cay .$ Slate

Zip

Phone 277-3175

EARN 610610 5500 and more wisest,
Norneworkors heeded for nor,,
pony proMci Wort in your spare
time For Rather Information rush

FMCYCI ORFDIA

PA

l’o.

PLEASE

q 11

blie

Castalc. Ca 913i0

Stamped mil scklressed envelope
to ASK klelicompeny. P 060. 24

tr-

REAG9N1

v i vn

:7,

KEYS MADE. I OCKOUTS opened. rekeying. locks & deadboits In
stalled, master keying Call 900
to 600 Mon thru Sat (Sun by
spot only) licensed-bondedato

Netionel Home Shoppers

REAI EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
han skin care Is sun & neglect
49,n9 You prernturely’ Check

V IV/I SONZA!
k I ii m

TRI66ERa-R (2.:.--

.

\
oc),-.

1

write

FOR GROWN-UPS svellable worldwkle Details Irons PEN
SOCIETY. (C 16) Chorley, I mice
Engiond

Gene Mahoney

FREEZE. ALL RIGHT, YOu
/1/ANCY6
816 FALLOKR5,7HIS 15 MY
NTvIDEpz:0pc ourCS 6usT GuN\Aw The 69TircliEic.

color catalog VCR s jewelry end
more FREE intormallon pies.

PENPALS

vACATION

Good Clean Fun

EDGEABLE In typing that 5 tops
trust Tony 296-2087
Thanks
$1 50 per pego double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Ourck turnaround All work guar

MONICA" HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’Ail
of my LOVE. KEITH

ID TAKE A

air se. ISIV

and Isculty Call before June I
1987 and get yoor 1051 appt at 1 1
price Unwanted Heir DIsappeaffi
With My Care
Gwen Cheigren
E
559-3500 1645 5 Bascom
Ave C
Hell Today Gone To
morrow

INSTANT CREDIT’, NO credit check’
No Interest charges’ You are eligi
ble’ UniirrOted Credit line with full

Bo* 90359 San Jose, Co 95109

IT NEVER
COMES TO
M.

SOME W4ERE

WELL
f

ala months & are 70-55 years old
please
call
the
college
al
(408)244,8907 .401

Stressed
our’’, Come to the only floats.
rlum in Northern Crilltornis lrnag
In. yourself Hosting on
307. sa.
line solution Your body forgets

H111 Ft JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbet dinners parties,

AL.1444YS
HAVE TO 60

accepting patients for FREE ea
sminations & treatment. as part ol
research project If you have
had low back pain for more then

FLOTATION RFI AXATION

the water
The muscles that
usually hold you against gravity
can now I et Go’ The experience
IS Moe floating In space Results,
Total muscular reffiffillon You
come sway from the eyperience
reeling l00 0e been vacationing
for week in Maul Cali now ffir in
formation or better 51111, as a first
time floater, cell for an appoint
ment and bring this ed for a 26.4
di.counta float tor $30 IRAN 0011 ITY PI ACE 445 Washington
St Santa Clare, Ca (4081 2437710

rk/

PO WE
firCK

Sheila Neal

YOU KNOW
WNAT BUGS
N1E. 795 P1O57
AgOtir VACATIONS?

EE IF. is that ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for Ideas or what to

EXPI ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
Fir &Icings metaphysics! counsel.
Ing Is excellent for finding ille dl.

YEAY

Isaac Newt

WANTED SPERM DONORS 01 .11 na
nonslilles Call los Olivos Repro
cluctive R.eerch .1 3660451

LOST AND FOUND

PERSONALS

TIME

"J 4.-wasak

$50 REWARD for return of GI ASSES
1051 near San Carlos & 10th Sr
THURSDAY Tortoiseshell names

CONGAS T Al PHA PHI Al PHA Pledge
class 87 We re 91.00 made
We

IN

Noon 10PM Great GREEK food
music sweets & dance tn.()
Davis St nr Hwy 17 bloc The Ala
media & Pan, 60.1 $? or 2101 $2
w this ad For more into call 246
2770 Your SUGARLIPS’

EDITORIAI
SERVICES
RE.writing
Thesis development preparallon
Statistics All fields Catalog Re,
Miley (415)526.4957 841 5036

in s dark case Call 723 1096

Berke Breathed
WON MX LATEST &CORP
nIE WSW’ &LEWIN)"
WWWW173 WEAVE !MEE 4IKE
1ItPe IN& NIPOWR
’He IR4i5014 Of ,GC/4t
COLIKI01.44E53
INNNUITE
If41,511.0E-1 with lthAf PROM "

Enclosed is $_
Circle s Clusilication
Announcements

Help Wanted

1 ,

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Stereo

Typing

Lost 8 Found
Computers

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Classified Desa Located Outside 0811205
Hours 900AM i0330PM
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

I

1.

pa,t. Campus

Friday, May 8, 1987/Spartan

Credit union head
leaves for A.S. role
RESIGNATION. from /wee I
Since winning the election. Mclennan hiss been learning the position under
outgoing President Tom Boothe.
Boothe, who will become A.S. director of California state student affairs,
said A.S. presidents are never sure what
they will face.
You never know until you take office and start working," he said.
Mclennan has the ability to be a
good president, but it comes down to one
thing: work. Boothe said.
"It really matters how much time
he is willing to devote to the office, he
said

Daily

Students can help

Other AS officers. who will be
in next week include: Terry McCarthy. vice-president; Victoria Johnson. controller; !Noma Kaylor, commu
nications; Rick Thomas, commumi,
affairs; And Cruz, ethnic affairs; Ql1 \
Giao Hui, intercultural affairs; Patti,
Phillips. non-traditional minority dia.,
Michele G Bertolonc. personnel; Haiti:Ms Larrivec. spon. ed programs; Bob
Gunter, student rights and responsibilities; and Bret J Polvorosa. student services.
Celeste Gonzales, le.41 Brumbaugh,
Leah Cardona, James P. Burton and
Doren Troupe will be the new academic
senators
sworn

Macaw caper cracked
by Clearlake coppers
CLEARLAKE t)’lA
Rol Nlanin
made the drop and paid the ransom, but
the hostage wasn’t freed. In this caper,
the "hostage" was a talking macaw
named Bow.
"I don’t know if I’m going to get
my bird back," said the distraught Martin, 33. "He’s like my son."
The man suspected of taking How,
Richard Garner, 26, of Clcarlakc, appeared in court Tuesday but refused to
say anything about the whereabouts of
the 7 -year-old, 2 -foot-tall, blue-and-gold
bird valued at $2,000.
Bow was missing on Friday from
hi. cage where Martin found a note de-

manding S I .N5) 1d11,1111
"If you want your bird back safe
and alive, we want $1,500 in 50s and
20s," the note said. "If you want to stay
healthy and safe, don’t call the police.
Martin called authorities anyway,
and a plainclothes officer ace lllll panted
him to a Clearlakc resort where he
dropped off the money.
Officers moved in and arrested Garner on suspicion cif extortion and several
other charges.
Garner pleaded innocent to the
Clearlake charges and was being held
Tuesday in Lake County Jail with bail set
at $15.000.

Joe Armstrong of the Graduate School of Social Work delivers boxes
of canned food to the loaves and Fishes Family Kitchen on Santa

koriimss Daily staff photograph,
Clara Street. This delivery is part of a philanthropy food drive, which
is co-sponsored by the Social Workers Student Vssociation.

Developer
wants to build
refuse resort
LARGO, I-la (Al’)
Bahamian
police were put on alert to turn back New
York’s wandering garbage barge Thursday. after a developer said he wanted to
unload it on a tiny uninhabited island to
help build a tropical playground.
Tony Gallina of Largo said he
planned to use the 3,1(10 tons of refuse as
fill on which to lay foundations for a
ritzy resort on Little San Salvador, a spit
of land 250 miles southeast of Miami. in
the Bahamas’ Out Islands.
But Norman Gay, health minister in
the capital city of Nassau, promptly trashed that idea.
"There will he no dumping of
waste in the Bahamas on land or sea,"
he said. "Nobody has any permission to
dump anything. We in the Bahamas have
no interest in this sort of thing."
The Bahamas became the third foreign country to reject the refuse from
Islip, N.Y., at sea for nearly seven
weeks on a 5,000-mile journey in search
of a dump site.
The Bahamian government said the
island is a nesting ground for sea birds
and a popular sport area for fishing. Defense, police, customs and immigration
forces were put on alert to prevent the
barge from unloading its cargo.
Gallina acknowledged he had not
contacted government officials before
his plan was made public. He said getting clearance or necessary permits
would be up to the Alabama middleman,
Lowell Harrelson. who contracted with
Islip to get rid of the town’s commercial
refuse after the city’s own landfills ran
out of room.
And any agreement with Harrelson
would presuppose government approval,
Gallina said.
To Gallina, the plan was an "ideal
solution.. .a way to convert a problem to
an asset.... Here we have 3.100 tons of
certified non-toxic garbage floating 250
miles from an island I want to fill."
The 44-year-old Trenton, N.J.. native is president and a major stockholder
of ISS International Ltd.. Inc., a Florida
corporation which has a 99-year lease on
the 51/4-mile long, 21/4-mile wide isle.
The island, which sits 13 miles
southeast of Eleuthera, between Eleuthera and Cat islands, has been leased to
cruise lines in the past as an out -island
stop. Gallina said.
Although the Bahamas are in the
Atlantic. Gallina said he envisoned "a
an isMonte Carlo of the Caribbean
land of sun and fun for the rich and famous with five-star restaurants and topshelf condominiums."
The barge, which set out from Islip
on March 22, remained anchored seven
miles off Key West.
The baled trash, which the EPA has
said is harmless, has also been rejected
Carolina, Alabama, MissisNorth
by
sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Florida, Mexico
and the Central American country of Belize.

TWIST THE CAR
BEER ON TAR
Fresh, smooth, honest-to-goodness draft beer.
That’s what’s waiting for you under every cap of new
Miller Genuine Draft. It’s not heat-pasteurized,
like most bottled beers. It’s cold-filtered to give
you the smoothness and freshness of draft
beer straight from the tap.
MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. ITS BEM AT ITS BEST.

THANK HEAVENS
IUNKO’S IS OPEN
SUNDAYS
At Kinko’s. we offer complete
copying services seven dal s a
week. ite could he the answer to
your prayers

Idnkois

Great copies Great people
481 E SAN CARLOS ST
295-5511
OPEN 24 HOURS

IWO

1986 Miller Brewing Co., AINiwel/1111111,

